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In the abgence of the President, NI:. Dlamini (Swaziland), Vice-President, took

the Chair.

The meeting we called to or~! at 10.35 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 40 (continued)

THE SI'lUATION IN THE MmDLE EAST:

(a) REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/43/272, A/43/683, A/43/691, A/43/687);

(b) DRAFT RESOWTIONS (A/43/L.44 to A/43/L.46)

!!.. PEJIC (Yugoslavia): The Middle East er isis has been the focus of

international attention as one of the most dangerous and serious sources of

international instability for nore than four decades. Because of the importance of

the Middle East for the world economy and international relations it is

understandable that the dangerous situation in that region is a matter of utmCJst

international concern. This year's debate on the situation in the Middle East is
illarked by a year-long uprising of the Palestinian people against the Israeli

occupation Md follows in the wake of the important decisions adopted by the

Palestine National Council in Algiers, which, in the opinion of the great majority

of MelJt)er .states, opened up new prospects for the launching of a dialogue for a

peaceful solution of the Middle East er isis and the problem of Palestine, which is
at its core.

''it, into
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lB'\foreseeable consequences for in terna tiooal peace and eecuri ty.

East crisis and the Palestinian problem, whien is at its core, is fraught with

time, a warning sign that each and every postponement of the solution of the Middle

However, I cannot but point out again that Yugoslavia deeply regrets the

~cutive Committee of the Palestine Liberation organization (PLO),

The unsatisfactory state of affairs in the Middle East i~ by and large, the
result of the persistent use of force, violation of the territot'ial integrity and
scwereignty of the countries of che region, the policy of annexation and

untenability of the situatlQ1 created by Israeli occupatioo. The decision 00 the

The dramatie developnents in the west Bank and Gaza have borne out the

are the pr>licies of Israel and its continued refusal to accept dialogue on a

forces to influence events and direct their course in accordance with their glooa1

cwerall si tuation in the Middle East is the persistent effort of non-regiooal

the Middle East problem.

lasting and just solution of the Palestinian problem. An aggravating factor in the

1ft/rv

ye~rs-long aspiratio'ls of the Palestinian people to decide on its destiny freely

decl ",ration of the Palestinian State, which Yugoslavia, together with a large

make a decisive effort towards overcoming the existing obstacles to the solution of

self-determination and independent development. The root causes of this situation

serious danger of an outbreak of a new a>nflict of wider proportions, with

and independently. The uprising of the Palestinian popUlation is, at the same

Mr. Yasser Arafat. This decision has cast a pall of disappointment over

eXp!ctations that this year's session of the General Aesenbly in New Ycxk would

nUnOer of other countries, has officially recognized, is the express ion of the

occupation, a;~d the denial of the legitillBte rights of the peoples of the region to

o
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(Hr. Peji.::, Yugoslavia)

process for the poli tical solu tion of the problem wi thin the tbi ted Nil tions, Q'1 the
basis of full respect. for the authentic interests and rights of all the countr ies

and peoples of the region. The Palestinian people's reaistance to and refusal to
accept continued occupation and domination have proved true the erstwhile warning

that ale cannot build ooe's own security en the protection exclusively of ate's own
interests at any price and at the same time ruthlessly trample upon someone else's

elementary rights by the use of all possible means of brutal repressioo. It is
also impossible to insist on protecting the security of one's own country by
violating the territorial integrity of others.

It is therefore obvious that there can be no lasting peace and secur ity in the
Middle East as long as the recurrent sources of ins tab ili ty in the region are left
untackled. It is therefore natural that the initiative for the speedy convening of

the In terna timal Peace Conference Q"l the Niddle East, under {hi ted Nil tions

auspices and on the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973), with the participation on an equal footing of all interested parties,
including the PLO and others who can make a oonstructive contribution to its

success, has been met with ~'1ide support and apprOl7al~ Unfortunately, major
obstacles continue to lie in the way of the realization of this idea, first of all
because of the intransigent posi tion of Israel and its cootinued refusal to accept
dialogue with the Palestine Liberation Organization, which is recognized by the

Palestinian people in the occupied terri tories and in the diaspora as their sole
and legitimate representative.

We therefore consider that it is necessary to make a decisive effort at this
sessioo to influence the positions of those that obstruct the convening of the
in ternational oonference. As a mamer of the COllllli ttee of Nine Non-Ai igned

... ' . , . ' ...
'1 f'I" '.
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(Mr. Pejic, Yugoslavia)

Comtries on Palestine and a non-permanent menber of the security Council,

Yugoslavia will oontinue, within the limits of its possibilities, to make its full

cc:~)1:ributiQ'l to and support (¥'1ery constructive effort aimed at the beginning of a

Pf.~~ss designed to lead to a lasting, just and comprehensive solution to the

Middle East crisis and the Palestinian problem. In this cootext, we fully support

the efforts of the secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar. As we see it,

the solution of the Middle East crisis implies the immediate and uncooditional

withdrawsl of Israel from all the territories occupied since June 1967, recognition

of the legitillBte natiooal right of the Palestinian people, under the leadership of

the PLO, to self-determination and independence, and respect for the rights of all

the countries of the region, inclUding Israel, to peace and security within

internationally recognized borders.

Yugoslavia has been following with grave concern the continued deterioration

of the situation in Lebanon as a consequence of Israeli intervention and the

continued violation of the territorial integrity and interference i,n the internal

affairs of that country. I would therefore like to point out again that we support

the speedy restoration of the national unity, territorial integrity and sovereignty

of Lebanon and consistent implementation of United Nations resolutions. We believe

that the Iebanese people will manage to overcome the dt fficulties facing it at th is

mment, an essential pre-coodition of which is the imnediate and canplete

withdrawal of all Israeli fo~ces from I4!banese territory and cessation of

interference in the internal affairs of that country, so as to enable the Lebanese

people to decide on its developnent freely and independently.

I reiter",te Yugoslavia's satisfaction at the cessation of the war and the

establishment of the cease-fire between Iran and iraq, which came into effect on

20 1\ugust this year. Although numerous outstanding issues still have to be

resolved before a lasting, just and honourable solution of the conflict between the

;:.".'i'i."'",.' •
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(Mr. Pejic, Yugoslavia)
two countr les is achieYed, the acceptance of a cease-fire by the two parties is Cl\e
of the most important achievements of the Olited Nations and its Security Council,
confirming the irreplaceable role of the wexld Organizaticn in the overcoming of
the major international er Ises that beset overall world relations. I therefore

~commend once again the\cOIIMitment of Iran and Iraq to the quest fex & peaceful
solution of the conflict on the basis of Security Council resolution 598 (1989) and
rei terate our full support for the Secretary-General's efforts towards the
realization of that goal.

The Middle East crisia, which continues to be one of the most difficult
problems of !nternatiCX\al relations, makes it incullbent upen the thited Nstions to
make a decisive effort at this session to initiate a process for its peaceful
solution. We have in mind primarily the need fex the urgent solution of the
Palestinian problem, which brooks no postponement. we believe that awareness of
this need is more than eYer present in the internatimal comlllUftity. Por tta part,
Yugoslavia will continue to do everything it can to make a contribution, together
with other countries, to the solution of this question _d thereby to the
elimination of one of the major sources of tension and inst&bUity in in tea:national
relations.

Mr e' MOHIUDDIN (Bangladesh), The oldest problem that confronts this
Assembly remains unresolved I I refer to the problem elllll1ating from the situationin the Middle East. This is despite t:he untiring ~ffort8 of the ~c:"'tary-General
and many others. All their endeavours have drawn a blank because of the
intransigence of a single entity, Israel, which has refused to look reasan in the
face and chosen t:c; 19noce its voice.

It is not. logical that therllt should re_in SOIle that still do not recognize
what lies at the core of 00 intractable a probl_. There can be no reason to doubtthat it is the question of Palesti:le that is at the heart of the issue. {btU this
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(Hr. "bhiudcUn, Bangladesh)

is resolved, peace in the Middle East can be cnly a chillera, as el!.181::;'e as a mirage

in the desert Binds.

What makes the II&tter IIOre painful is the arrogance of Israel and the

inabililty of global public opinicn to respond effectively to it. Israel has

sought to expand by carrying out with impunity ita acts of aggression. It has

illegally and forciblyac;uired territOl'ies to which it has no right. The world,

wh ieh had no doUbt that the Golan He igh ta belcnged to Syr ia, could on ly s tend

helplessly by as Israel annexed them.
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In the occupied territories Tel Aviv has been ruthlessly crushing any
expression of human rights under the jackboot of repression. In the occupied areas
it has defied all resolutions and desecrated the holy placeso Neighbouring
countries continue to suffer the perpetration by Israel of its belligerent
designs. Such acts as these threaten peace, not just in the Middle East but in the
world at large. The Middle East today is a political Vesuvius, a cauldron of fire,
sparks from which could set alight and destroy the fabric of peace and order so
carefully knitted by our own generation. Must we, can we, should we, allow this to
happen?

However, the situation is not past praying for. A solution is indeed

possible. There are certain elements, however, that this must embrace. It must be
recognized that Palestine is the centre of the conflict. Also, we must bear in
mind that peace in the Middle East is indivisible and should be reached under the
auspices of the United Nations. It can never be comprehensive, just and lasting
without the full exercise by the Palestinian people of their inalienable natimlal
rights. In all deliberations the PLO - the sole and legitimate representative of
the Palestinian PeOple - must be allowed its right to participate on an equal
footing with all other parties. Israel must withdraw from all illegally occupied
territories, including Jerusalem. Jerusalem must be restored as the capital of the
Palestinian homeland, whose independence was so recently proclaimed and hailed by
freedom-loving nations, including my own. Bangladesh welcomed the declaration and
recognized it.

We are sure some of these elements would require detailed and intensive
negotiations. This is why we firmly believe in the efficacy of the international
peace conference on the Middle East that has been called for. Since

resolution 38/58 was adopted five years ago this Assenbly has repeatedly called for
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(Hr. fobhiuddin, Bangladesh)

its implementation. We commend the secretary-General for his vigorous attempts to
set in IOOtion the process leading to such a conference. We regret deeply the
existing gaps between parties. However, there is no chasm that cannot be bridged
given human will. We hope that such will will not be wanting, particularly when

the issue at hand is so crucial to peace.

The people of Israel have a responsibility to ensure that rationality guides

the conduct of their government. It is heartening to note ~le burgeoning

acceptance of the belief that peace is better than war. Why must the annals of
that region'be for ever written in blood? Have not the deserts wi messed the birth
of so many prophets? Have we not all - the nations beyond - learned at the feet of
these wise and holy persons? Should not their descendents f of all PeOple, heeOl
their counsels?

Bangladesh has always espoused the cause of peace in the Middle Fast, as

elsewhere. We are c~mmitted to the Charter of the United Nations and the values it
enshrines. We call upon Israel to respect this institution that embodies the

aspirations of humankind. We urge it to co-operate with the world body in our
search for an honourable and durable peace. It is in Israel's Oifil interest, as it
is in the interest of the world.

The intifadah should serve as a signal to Israel that no people will for ever
tolerate oppression in silence. The ball is now in Tel Aviv's court, Tel Aviv must
act.

Mrs. HYDER (Pakistan), The year 1988 will l.ong be remembered for the

renascence of the spirit of peace and co-operation. The advent of co-operative

endeavour in international relations, after years of tensions and hostilities,
augurs well for all nations as humankind prepares itself for anew millenium. Most
of the intractable regional conflicts are becoming amenable to peaceful solution as

_ •............. ·.·IIiiIIIIIlIi -- ;.-....-~~~
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a concrete manifestation of the rejection of the use of force in the settlellent ef
disputes and in inter-State conduct.

In the Middle East, however, the prospects of peace, unfortunately, rl'!lI&in as
elusive as they were When the General AsseRbly first considered the threat posed to
international peace and security by deve1op1ents in that region, over 40 years
ago. The current debate is indeed another rellinder of Israel's inflexibility and
its delibQrate policy of thwarting every peace initiative. The reasm for its
attitude is aillplcu Ierael persiats in the lIistaken belief that, through its
military pr~ponderance, it can, in due course of tille, transform into a !!!S
acClOllPU its gradual absorption of the Palestine 81d Arab territories that H: has,
through .ssive abuse of fo~ce, continued to occupy illegally.

The Gmeral AIIsemly is today again addressing ene of the _t tragic and

pressing issues of our UlHS. This issue ean best be 8~d up in the eloquent

words of the procla_tim of an independent Palestinian State by the Palestine
National Council in Algiers on 15 Novellber 1988, which state.,

-When in the course of modern ti..s a new order of values was declared

with norM and values fair: for all, U: was the Palestinian Arab pcoplfl that
had been excluded frOll the dft8tiny of all other peoples by a hostile array of

local and foreign powers, Yet 898in had unaided ju.tioe been revealed as

insUfficient to drive the world '. history Mlong its preferred course and it
was the PlIlestinian peoplo, alru~y wouncJed in it" body, that was sublli tted to

yet another type of occupation wer which float ,_ the falsehood that Pelestine
was 8 land without a people.

-Deep! tAt the histor ieal injustice infl ieted on the Pal••tinian Arab

people resulting in their dispersion ana depriv~ng the. of their right to
self-determination, following upon United Nations General Ass_ly re.olution
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international legiti.cy that ena.are the right of the Palestinian Arab people

(Mrs. !rder,Pakistan)

181 Cl947), which partitlcned Palestine into two states, one ArGb, one Jewish,

yet 1t is this r".sa1ution that still provides theee oondl tions of

to IIwereignty and national independence ••

AB/dag

The crux of the prcble. 10 the Middle But has been the denial of the

inalienable rights of the 'al••tinian people, including their right to

self-deter.inatlcn and statehood. Neither through five wars nor through its

contellptuous d18l1iasal of Palestinia", rights h.. Israel been able to will away this

pl'cbl_. Noi ther thrOUgh the protracted use of force and terror nor through its

repeated attel&pt8 to liquidate the identity of the Palestinian people has Israel

Palestinian people h.e kept alight through incalculable suffering and sacrifice.

Succeeded in extinguishing the fla. of freedoll which, for ewer four decades, the

7
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Since 9 December 1987, the intifadah in the occupied Palestinian territories

.A

pe

has demonstrated once again the determination of the Palestinian people to be free

and independent. As the Secretary-General, in hh report on the situation in the
Middle East, has rightly pointed out:

"Born of the frustration and despair: of a population that has lived under

occupation for more than 20 years, the intifadah is a direct result of the

stalemate in the search for a peaceful settlement of the Arab-Israeli

conflict. The Palestinian people have endured great suffering; the

perseverance of the intifadah is evidence of their commitment to exercise

their legitimate rights, including self-determination". (A/43/867-S/20294)

For too long has Israel's obduracy been all(7,f(!d to run rampant in the Middle

East. Israel's distorted vision of its destiny, buttressed by a siege mentality,
has engendexed gra\"'e turmil and turbulence in the Middle East and wrought havoc on
its neighbours. Israel continues its occupation of southern Lebanon and the Golan
Heights.

On the other hand, the Arab desire for a genuine peace has been made

repeatedly manifest in many peace initiatives which the Arab States have proposed.

The most recent one, presented by the party most affected, namely the Palestine

Liberation Organization, finds expression in the resolution adopted last month in
Algiers by the Palestine National Council (PNC). There is no longer room for

prevarication. The PNC resolution is clear and unanbiguous. It underlines the
necesaity of holding an effective international conference concerning the Middle

East and its essence, the Palestinian cause. The conference would be held under the
auspices of the Unite'" Nations, with the participation of the permanent members of
the Security Council and all parties to the struggle in the region, including the
Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole and legitimate representative of the

Palestinian people, on an equal footing. The in ternational conference would be
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(Mrs. HydeI.', Pakistan)

convened on the basis of security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and
would guarantee the lec)itimate rights of the Palestinian people, first and foremost
among which is th~ir right to self-determinatia'l in accordance wi th the principles
and Frovisions of the United Nations Charter and the inadmissibility of seizure of
land of others by force or military invasion, in accordance with the resolutions of
the United Nations regarding the Palestinian and Arab territories that it has

occupied since 1967, including Arab Jerusalem.

No nation need condemn itself to a perpetual state of war. Israel has a

choice between durable peace and an ephemeral security based on the instruments of
war and coercion. The prospect of a just and lasting settlement in the Middle East
still exists and can be resuscitated if Israel and its friends are willing to

negotiate on the basis of the proposal for an international peace conference on the
Middle East. That proposal was endorsed by the General Assenbly in its resolution
38/58 C.

The Heads of State or Government of the Non-Aligned Countries, in

september 1986, reiterated their call for the speedy implementation of that

resolution. While stressing the need for the early convening of the international
peace conference, they emphasized

"the major responsibility shouldered by the security COUncil in facilitating

the convening of the conference and providing appropriate institutional
arrangements to guaran~ee the implementation of the accepted agreements of the
conference" •

we believe that the members of the security Council, particularly its

permanent members, have a special responsibility to prOl1ide the necessary impetus
for the convening of such an international conference. In that context, we share
the Secretary-General's views that, with the full support of the security Council,
and in particular the co-operation of the major Powers, progress can be made

r'
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towards a just and las ting peace in the Middle East. We also agree wi th the

Secretary-General's observation that the recent session of the Palestine National

Council in Algiers has generated a new 1Il0M8"tum in the diplomtic process and that

it offers fresh opportunities for progress tauards peace which should be seized.

It is our conviction that the establishment of the independent PalestiniDn

State, which constitutes a glorious milestone in the inexorable JlUtirch of the people

of Palestine towards their cherished goal, will serve to strengthen the proceslSof

peace in the Middle East.

Forty years ago, the Palestinian people were brutally uprooted from their

ancient homeland. All these years, the people of Pak istan have remained steadfast

in their support for: the just cause of the Palestinian people. I wish to take this

opportunity to renew our pledge of solidarity with the Palestinian people in their

struggle to regain their right to self-determination and independence, and with the

Arab states in their efforts to resolve the Middle East conflict and to strengthen

peace and stability in their region.

!r. TANASIE (Romania) (interpretation from French); Romania's foreign

policy is well known for its militant support for solutions to cooflicts and

disputes throughout the war-ld exclusively by political means, with strict respect

for .the right of every people to independence and free develot'ment wi thout any

interference in its internal affairs and in full respect for its vital interests.

My country's position is particularly pertinent in today's serious and complex

international situation.

It is in that context that we address the cr isis in the Middle East, which

grows worse by the year and constitutes a permanent threat to international peace,

s"cur i ty and co-operation.

The docuMentation prOllided thi8 year by the Secretary-General on the situation

in the Middle East very clearly reflects a disturbing reality. It is quite obl/ious
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that, despite the United Nations lonq-standing interest and the many resolutions
adopted since 1947 by both the Security Council and the Gene~al Assembly, tens of
thousands of lives have been sacrificed and the conflict remains explosive, wi th

consequences not only for the region itself but also for the international

co_unity as la whole.

The state of confrontation that persists in the Middle East and the entire
developnKtnt of the Arab-Israeli conflict confirm the historic truth that it is not
possible to build and safeguard peace and security by means of the threat or use of
force or by denying other peoples the right to free existence and independence.

Thus, it is high time for: all Member States to assume their political

responsibility so as to enable the United Nations, whose central role is the
llaintenance of international peace and socurity, to act lOore resolutely to achieve
a comprehensive, just and lasting solution to the conflict, in particular by the
earliest possible convening of an international peace conference on the Middle East
under the auspices of the uni ted Ha tions.

_.----_...------...............-....-.------
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(Mr. Tanasie, Romania)

The Go'Iernment of Romania hailed the decision of the Palestinian National

Council at its Algiers session to proclaim an independent Palestinian State - the

State of Palestine. Ibmania has recognized the new Palestinian state. We also

welcomed the political declaration adopted at that time, expressing the desire to

act to resolve the problems of the Middle Eas t by peli tical means, .in the spirt t

and on the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), in a

way that would include recognition of the state of Israel, 3S well as recognition

of the Pa11estinian people's right to se1f-determinaticn and creation of an

independent state. Romania, which has consistently advocated a political solution

of the problems of that part of the world, takes the view that the Algiers

decisions strengthen the prospects of convening an international conference under

United Nations auspices to seek a peaceful, comprehensive and lasting solution to

the problems of the Middle East.

My country is of the view that in the existing circumstances it is

increasingly necessary to step up our effor:ts to organize such an inter:national

conference, with the participation of all the par:ties concerned, including the

Palestine Liberation Organization (PU» as the sole, legitimate representative of

the Palestinian people, together with Isr:ael and the per:manent meooersof the

security Council. Romania will cCX'ltinue to act wi th a view to prollDting the

earliest possible convening of such a conference. That would be the surest way to

find a solution to th0 problems of the region, to put an end without delay to the

situation created by the occupation of the Arab territories following the war of

1967, and to ensure that the Palestinian people may exercise the right to

self-determination and set up an independent State of its own.

My country expresses the hope that every effort will be IlBde by all parties

involved in the conflict to arrive at a political solutiol~ in the Middle East which

will ensure that lasting and just peace my be established in the region.

..
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My delegation would like to reiterate its conviction that every effort will be

the legitimate interests and aspirations of the peoples and States of the MiddlG

In view of the incontestable urgency of convening a peace conference, we

East, must guarantee the right tt, independent existence and sOI1ereignty of every

country of the region, thus enabling relations of co-operation, trust and mutual

believe that a priority requirement is the prompt formation of a pr.:.- K,4tory

solution of the problems of the Middle East, proposed the convening of an

respect, to be established among all the states and peoples of that region.

that the convening of the International Peace Conference on the Middle East was the

At the same time we believe that any solution, if it is to be responsive to

conference Oh the Middle East under the aegis of the United N,~tions. Romania also

--------------

international peace conference under the auspices of the United Nations as 1009 ago

Romania, desiro;,;s of making a contribution to the search for a political

conference. That is why my country supported General Assembly resolution 41/43 0

the only way of acM.wing a solution of the problem is through the holding of a

endeavours of many States and of the United Nations have unmistakably shown that

as 1978. Developments in the situation in that region since that yeai:' and the

conflict in the region. This session's debates and the report of the

supported resolution 42/209 A, in which the General Assenbly once again reaffirmed

appropriate way to arrive at a peaceful, comprehensive and just settlement of the

made to bridge differences and strive to find appropriate solutions in conformity

of 2 DeceJl'ber 1986, which endorsed the idea of convening an international peace

seen as the approach which offers the best prospects for successful negotiation of

convening of a peace conference on the Middle East under United Nations auspices is

ccmmittee to take the necessary steps for the organization of the conference.

I._-----------.....,...---........--~-
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wi th the vital interests of the peoples of that PEil't of the world, through

negotiation and dialogue among the parties concerned.

The Ibmanian delegation reaffirms its great appreciation of the activi ties of

thE~ Secretary-General in the search for aolutions to the complex problems of the

Middle East and of his efforts to bring about the convening of an interna tional

peace conference. We believe it would be particularly important to involv-o! the

Secretary-General to a greater extent, wi th the.....support of all states, in the

efforts to convene an international peace conference on the Middle East without

delay.

The United Nations, as we have often said, can and should play a more active

role in endeavours to solVE! the, Middle East conflict, especially since the General

Assembly has called for overall negotiations aimed at a just and lasting peace in

the region, so as to respond fully to the hopes and aspirations of the peoples of

that region and of all the peoples of the world.

Ibmania, for its part, is resolved to do its utmst to help bring about a

comprehensive and lasting solution to the problems of the ~liddle East, to establish

just peace in the reg ion and to strengthen in ternational peace, security and

co-operation •

Hr '.' BEIN (Israel) ~ Thb mseting is not Dupposed to be just a change of

headline, a dress rehearsal for the debate en the question of Palestine, nor is

this debate supposed to deal with the problem of Israel, of the very existence of

my country. Un for tunately, as we 1 is ten to some Ar ab speakers in th is deba te, it

seems that that is what they are reaUy talking about. In accordance with past

prescribed ritual, attempts have been I'IBd'$ once ~gain to turn this debate on the

situation in the Middle East into anoth't.iC orchestrated attack o:l Israel in total

disregard of the subject, namely, the real ~)roblema of the area •

••__.=....... Im__-""·IIIIIIII...............-------""-"----------
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(Mr. Bein, Israel)

The Middle East is not ca1fined to Israel, which constitutes a mere
0.4 per cent of its land area. It is a vast region, of many States and

nationalities. The 21 Arab States alone cover a combined area of 5.5 million

square miles - over 10 per cent of the world's land mass. It is an area rich in

mineral resources, particularly oil, on ~~ich much of modern civilization is

dependent. Yet the accunulaced wealth of the Arab States has unfortunately failed
to bring harmooy or social accord to the peoples of the region. The coo tradictions
of extrene wealth alongside abject poverty are accompanied by tensions between

social progress and political extremism. Repression and the abuse of whole social
groups - the denial of human rights and the exploitation of populations by

undemocratic regimes - all coRbine to destabilize the area.

In the Middle East, conflicts are chronic and endemic. Many of the countries

and regimes in the area suffer from instability. Each of the manifold conflicts in
the region has a genesis and a dynamic of its own. Moreover, because of the

centrality of the Middle East on the internatimal stage, many of those conflicts
impinge also on the security and economies of countries beyond the region.

-
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These are the real problems of the Middle East with which this debate should

..

the Gulf. Yet no peace agreement will ever restore life to the more than one

!:et us not forget the huge military build-up in the Middle East. Syria,'

Middle East, from Beirut to Baara, from I Tripoli to Tehran, tens of thousands of

And the art of chemical warfare has nearly been perfected in the G1lf and in

In recent years, the carnage has been particularly gruesome. Across the

innocent civilians have been killed. '!\fo weeks ago, Lebanon ·celebrated" the

Since 1948 there have been 30 successful coaps'd'etat in the Arab countries

and at least 45 unsuccessful ones. '!\fenty Arab Heads of State and Prime Ministers

Yet violence and murder cootinue the~e, too. Even before the smoke had

more death. To the east, we have all been encouraged by the end of hostilities in

have been assassinated and there have been more than 85 recorded political

forty-fifth anniversary of its independence wi th more shooting, more violence and

JlUrders. Most of these ,events have involved subversions by "fraternal III Arab, States

against each other.

Libya, Iraq and Saudi Arabia are the biggest arms importers in the world. Why are

conflict, not only during one, but during two debates; on the question of

million people who were killed in the bloodiest conflict since the Second WOrld war.

attempt to wipe out the small Kurdish population.

have concerned itself. Instead, the' Assenb1y focuses again on the Arab-Israeli

cleared from the battlefields, the guns were turned in another direction in an

war in the Middle East going to break out? Mlo will be the next victims?

Palestine, which the AsseJib1y will have t.he opportunity to deal with this year in
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In each instance, this new spirit is manifested by direct negotiations between

(Hr. Be!n, Israel)
Geneva, and the problem of the Middle East, now be ing debated. "Pales tine" and

Reason has of late begun to assert itself in the settlement of international

"Middle East" - two euphemisms for another direct onslaught on my country, Israel.

against Israel. Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Syria and Libya are the biggest

by others. The PLO was founded in 1964, three years before the Six-Day War. Judea

Many of these assaults on my country come under the guise of the "Palestinian
issue". Yet the Palestinian issue is not separate from the Arab desire to

eliminate the State of Israel. It is, rather, a direct outcome of the ongoing
belligerency. Since its rebirth 40 years ago, Israel's very existence has been

and Samaria were annexed by Jordan, and Gaza was administered by Blypt. Its

declared goal wasy and still is, the liquidation of Israel. "Null and void" - it

Even as Iran and Iraq fought with one another, both proclaimed the so-called

purchasers of arms in the th ird world, and they all declare the ir enmi ty towards

is in the terminolocy of their covenant.

weapons it produces are meant to be used against Israel. Mahmoud Natour, a leader

have ch,~ica1 weapons and will not hesitate to use them against Israel in future

continuously chal1eged by its Arab neighbours. Israel was attacked time and again

wars". Libya urges other Arab States to buy or produce nuclear bombs to be used

even before 1967 when the territories now administered by Israel were administered

visions are yielding to quests for accommodation.

liberation of Palestine to be their ultimate goal. Syria says that the chemical

the parties to disputes. However arduous the road to settlement, ~here is no

of Arafat's own bodyguard unit, "Force l7~, declared that "Palestinian commandos

substitute for direct talks if the will for compromise exists.

conflicts. Violence is costly in lives, and threats of violence wedded to ominous

_--------.......\.....'. .....o--~-
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'The dawn of reason and accommdation has yet to rise OI7er the Middle East.
This observation is not limited to the incessant Arab assaults on Israel, but

rather to the wars, subYersiuns and assassinations which Middle Eastern States
practice with such alacrity. Israel-baiting is the only instance in which they
find fraternal fulfilment.

It required the stature of a statesman like President Anwar Sadat of Egypt to
change course, come to Jerusalem Q and work out a peace Treaty with Israel for the'
benefi t of both countries and the legion as a whole.

Re was, and re. ins to this day, the only Arab statesman who realized that it

was IsraQi - after years of belligerency directed against it - which needed

forthright reassurance that it was welcome in the Middle East. President sadat
realized that Israel wanted nothing other than to coexist peacefully with its

neighbours, that it could be a partner to agreement and acco11U1OdationJ and that its
ilspirations pertained to the developnent of its society, industry and science, and

to defending these values from hostile designs. Israel wants no more and no less.

The attention of the General Assembly is riveted on the territor ies

administered by Israel, on the unrest therein and a\ the declarations from

Algiers. The problem of the Palestinian Arabs is presented as the core proble1l1 in

the Middle East, and described as affecting Israel and the Palestinians alone.
This view is convenient, but completely false.

SOme of the States surrounding my country still carry the banner of Israel's
destruction. They amass weapons to this end and foment terror ism pending a

suitable occasion to unleash another war. They do not care about the Palestinian

Arabs except inasmuch as they provide a vanguard in the attempt to disrupt Israel.
The major issue facing the Middle East today Is neither the question of

Palestine nor the problem of the Palestinian Arabs residing in Judea, samaria and
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Gaza. The _jor issue is the Arab world itself: torn, disunited, working at

cross-purposes, conspiring, and spending billions of dollars on weapons~ The seeds

of international tragedy have grown time and again out of continual military

conflict, international terror ism - the war between the wars - and out of the

victory of extremism and fanaticism, however thinly disguised. These are the grim

forcos in the Middle East that pose a threat not only to our own region but also to

global freedom and securi ty •

Despite what we have heard during this and past debates, a solution of the

Arab-Israeli dispute will not eliminate these dangerous forces. The greatest

tragedy of the Middle East is that violence has become not an instrument of last

resort, but rather the preferred means of settling disputes •
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(Mr. Bein, Isra~.)

-Armed struggle" in all its rhetorical disguises has evolved as the only
method of many Arab countries in their attempt to resolve disputes. The

Arab-Israeli conflict has endured only because compromise, direct negotiations and
political solutions are adamantly and categorically rejected.

The Government and people of Israel do not subscribe to this notion. We want
and need peace. We believe in it and therefore repeatedly encoui:age direct

negotiations with our adversaries. We oppose the forces of violence and terror,
and we seek compromise and a negotiated settlement of conflicts.

It is our neighbours who reject th is approach. They set condl tions for peace
that are unachievab1e. In order to achieve peace, they have to depart from their
aspiF:ation for a tIIpeace wi thout Israel-. Their rejectionism plC'events the

establishment of peace, and as 100g as this attitude persists compromise is

unattainable. Once this attitude changes, peace can be achieved with surprising
speed.

Israel is small, but it is there to stay. Peace will reign only as an outcome
of readiness for direct negotiations and compromise between the States of the
region. Such negotiations, we believe, will bear fruit when based on Security
Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and the ideas and spirit enshrined in
them.

The Secretary-General concludes his report of 28 Novemer 1988 saying,

"The growth of extremism and the alarming proliferation of weapons in the area
are trends that must be reversed if we are to avert disaster in a region that

has already experienced five majoJ: wars, thousands of casual ties and Wltold
suffer ing. In conclUding, therefore, I cannot but reiterate the fundamental
importance of devising an effective negotiating process that can secure the

interests of both. Israel is and Arabs and enable them to live in peace with

each other. - (A/43/867, para. 37)

-·r'-
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Eighty-six years ago Theodol' Herzl, the fOlD'lder of nndern Zionism - the

national movement of the Jewish people - concluded his visionary book Altneuland
with the words: "If you will it, it is no dream".

we in Israel hope for it, strive for it and bel!:=ve that with the will of the
Arab and Israeli peoples peace can and will become a reality.

Mr ~. PASHKEVIClI (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation

from Russian): The Middle East cClltinues to be one of the most troubled regions of
the world. The Middle East conflict has had a very negative impact on the

international political situation. This is because of the close interdependence

that characterizes the present stage of mankind's developnent.

As is known, the United Nations has, for four decades new, been striving
tirelessly to resol.ve the problem of the Arab-Israeli conflict in the Middle Fast.
OVer this time many correct words have been emphatically spoken from this rostrum
calling for coRlltV:)n sense and co-operation. Many specific decisions have been

adopted identifying ways to bring about a just and lasting settlement in the

region, taking account of the legitimate interests of all parties to the Middle

East conflict.

In his report on this item (A/43/867) the Secretary-General gives us an

i~pressive list of actions lD'ldertaken by the Un! ted Nations in 1988 alone to
resolve the situation in the Middle East.

These activities have been spurted by the up~ising that has been going on for
a Whole year now in the Israeli-occupied Palestinian territories.

Unfortunately, these efforts have not yet led to the start of a political
settlement process in the Middle East.

No~ithstanding the many decisions taken by the General Assembly and the
S!curity Council, Israel is increasingly violating the rights of Palestinians and
other Arab peoples, continuing with unflagging obstinacy its policy of

..-- ·x"
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securing its domination in the occupied Arab terri tories and stei?ping up aggressive
actions against Arab States. This is borne out, inter alia, by its ruthless

ma tbods in reactiCXl to the upris Ing of the Pales tin ian PeOple, including massacres,
woundings, torture, deportations and mass arrests in violation of the FOurth Geneva
Convention of 12 August 1949. Israel caltinues bombings and other aggressive

actions in Lebanon, which have resulted in further casualties and destruction.

The long list of heinous and wrongfUl actions by Israel in the Palestinian
lands it seized is given, in ter . al ia, in the repor t of the COl"lIlIi ttee on the

Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People (A/43/38). The
sufferings of the Palestinian people are beyond measure, and the continuation of
the uprising testifies to their resolve to implement their legitimate rights,

including self-determination.

The Bfelorussian SSR condemns all these actions undertaken by Israel and calls

for their immediate cessation. The key to resolving the entire problem in the
Middle East is the immediate resolution of the question of the implementation of
inalienable right of the Palestinian people to the establishment of an independent
State, within the framework of a just and oomprehensive Middle East settlement.

The idea of an international conference on the Middle East has been endorsed

Middle East probJ.em, the situation in the Middle Fast will continue to be

in General Assellbly resolutions. In particular, as was cited by the

'-=•

until it is possible to achieve a comprehensive settlement on all aspects of the

p)tentially dangerous. A practical way to bring about such a settlement would be

Na tions and wi th the par ti cipa tion of the permamen t members 0 f the security Council

an international conference on the Middle East under the auspices of the United

and all interested parties, including the Palestinians, as represented by their
sole, legitimate representative, the Palestine Liberation r~ganization (PLO).

5ecretary-General in the report to which I referred earlieE', all members of the
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Security Council consider it a good idea to convene such a conference. However, cs
practical decision on this matter, which brooks no delay, has been dragged out

because of certain well-known States. As a result, as is noted by the

Secretary-General,

lithe stalemate in the peace process continues, with all its attendant

dangers ". (ibid ~ i para. 34)

In this respect the Byelorussian SSR supports the view expressed by the--Secretary-General in his report that

IIIn these circumstances, I think that the time is right for the Security

Council, which has a major and historically recognized responsibility for this

complex issue, to commit itself to a thorough review of the situation with a

view to adopting a pragmatic approach that would take fully into account the

concerns and secur ity interests of all the parties." (.!!?id., para. 35)
That is particularly important now, when the latest decisions taken by the

Palestine National Council have opened up new prospects for the realization by the

Palestinian PeOple of their right to self-determination and the securing of a

lasting and just peace in the region by peaceful political means. The entire range

of documents adopted by the Palestine National Council reaffirms that the PLO,

headed by Yasser Arafat, is serious and an authoritative partner in the peace talks.

-
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The political declaration of t.'le Palestine National Council cleared the way to

the convening of the International Conference on the Middle East. It was important

that the highest representative body of the Palestinian people proclaimed its

ClOlIIlli tment to the generally recognized pr inciples of international conduct.

It is also essential to put an end to the arms race in the region, which has

assumed particularly dangerous dimensions. That would help reduce tension and the

threat of armed conflict there.

Full advantage should be taken of these new favourable opportunities for a

speedy, peace ful set tlemen t of the Middle East problem. We call for an immed la te

beginning of preparatory work on convening an international conference on the

Middle East.

Throughout the world we are today witnessing visible, loo9'-awaited changes for

the better. Reliance on force and confrontation is gradually receding in

international practice, and increasingly there is a shift to political methods for

achieving peaceful solutions of urgent problems. An encouraging trend in the

practical resolution of regional conflicts is gaining ground, as shown, for

example, by the conclusion of the Geneva agreements on Afghanistan, the cessation

of hostilities between Iran and Iraq and other moves towards the political

settlement of situations of conflict in other areas.

All this inspires us to believe in the real possibility of a speedy settlement

of the Middle East conflict, a conflict which is extremely painful to the parties.

One party to the conflict has reaffirmed its good will with respect to a political

settlement; it is now up to the other side and its supporters. Israel's

belligerent circles must come to understand that their reliance on a policy of

force and State terrorism has been fully discredited, and that such a policy cannot

break the will of the Arabs in their struggle for their. inalienable rights or bring
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Mrs. FIDREZ PRmA (Cuba) (interpretation fl:'om Spanish) ~ Once again we
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The vast majority of the States Menbers of the Organization have long

to the establishment of an independent scwereign State in Palestine.

th~ Palestinian people of all its inalienable national rights, including the right

Similarly, a pre-cemdi Hem for peace is the total and uncondi tional wi thdrawal

just, comprehensive and lasting solution to the conflict, or to restore peace to

the region, without understanding that the question of Palestine is the core of the

proportion of which actively supports a peaceful solution of the Arab-Israeli

about calm and peace, first of all for the PeOple of Israel itself, a large

are gathered here to consider the situation in the Middle East, item 40 of our

Nations and the work of the secretary-General to achieve a peaceful, just and

The Byelorussian SSR will continue to support the initiatives of the United

lasting settlement in the Middle East.

agenda. The international oommunity must not fail to seize the opportunity offered

by Israel from all occupied Arab and Palestinian territories and the restoration to

Middle East problem and the root cause of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

by this session, every measure or decision it adopts should be aimed at an early
solution to the Mic:tile East conflict, which has loog been on the United Nations

understood the injustice dealt the Palestinian people. It is time for redress.

The historic decision made in Algiers on 15 November by the Palestine National

81S/11

agenda. In that connection, all must realize that it will be impossible to reach a

Council, proclaiming the independent State of Palestine, was a step of tremendous
significance. It was received with great expressions of sympathy and solidarity
throughout the world, it marked anew, higher stage in the noble cause of the
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valiant Palestinian people and attested to a readiness to seek a peaceful solution
to the Mic:tile East confl iet.

Now more than ever it is necesse.ry for the United Nations to redouble its

efforts and for the international community to step up its insistent call for a
just and lasting peace in that region.

In that con~ection, it is deplorable that the Government of the host country

has refused a visa to the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PU»,
Mr. Yasser Arafat, thus preventing him from addressing the General Assembly on the
question of Palestine, which would without question have been a major caltribution
to promoting peace initiatives on the Middle East conflict, initiatives that are so
necessary.

The Palestinian people, which for 40 years has spilt its blood in a prolonged

and unequal stru':f~le, has answered the assault of the Israeli invader with the

intifadah, which is an admirable manifestation of its determination to gain

independence, which confirms the nationalist nature of the Palestinian IIIO'Isment: and
which marks a new chapter in that people's long battle against foreign colonization
and domina tion •

Israel's persistent refusal to recognize the inalienable national rights of

the Palestinian people and to withdraw from the territories it has occupied since

1967, together with the policy of aggression and expansionism it pursues with the

support of its strategic ally, have exace""Jated tensions in the Middle East, posing
a grave threat to international peace and security.

The intransigence and obstinacy of the few cannot continue to block the

attainment of peace in the Middle East or the full exercise of the inalienable
rights of the Palestinian people. The few must be made to understand that: times
have changed, and that domination, colonialism and discrimination are being
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It is time for action. The international community must prO'lide the support

A peaceful solution to the Middle East crisis must be found. The only way to

replaced by the liberation of peoples, national independence and equality among
human beings.

equal footing, of all parties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation

The Government of Cuba, which has always supported the just Palestinian cause,

My delegation calls for the early convening of this Conference, as an

Organization, the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.

BMS/ll

reiterate our support for and recogr,it10n of the Palestini~n State.

Middle Fast under the auspices of the United Nations with the participation, on an

MIddle East conflict.

appropriate franework for seeking a comprehensive, just and lasting solution to th~

immediate, uncalditional withdrawal, of Israeli armed forces from all Arab and

the new State deserves and muet call more forcefully than ever before for the

do this is through the convening of the International Peace Conference on the

consider that the Palestine National Council's decision is in keeping with the
genuine interests of the struggle of that fraternal people. Once again, we wish to

Palestinian territories occupil!!d since 1967, including Jerusalem"
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Mr. S'lRESOV (Bulgaria); Fo:: Iroo::-e than four decades the situation in the

Middle East has continued to be the focus of attention of the world community. It

il3 justifiably a cause of se::ious concern. Despite the consistent efforts and

numerous resolutions of the United Nations to find a just and durable solution to
the Arab-Israeli conflict, the vicious circle of tragic events in that part of the
world has not yet been broken.

The main reason for the constant tensions in the Middle East is undoubtedly
Israel's aggressive and expansionist policy directed against the neighbouring Arab
States and the Palestinian people. A clear exPtession of that policy is the

continuing occupation of the Arab lands seized in 1967 and afterwards, and Israel's
refusal to recognize the inalienable and legitimate rights of the Arab people of

Palestine. The policy and practices of lanel are in flagrant viola tion ::f the
principles enbodied in the Charter of the United Nations. Israel continues to

disregard t.'le categorical will of the internatiooal community.

It is well known that the Palestinian problem is at the core of the MiCHle

East crisis and that peace in that part of the world is unattainable without its
just resolution. Events in the region have proved convincingly that all attempts

to settle the issue by separate deals can lead only to further tightening of the
knot of problems.

Events in recent years, and particularly the uprising of the Palestinian
population in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, whidl is already well into its
second year, clearly demonstrate that there is no force capable of quelling the

Palestinian PeOple's desire for freedom and national independence. its determined
struggle in defence of its legitimate rights has further strengthened the support
and sympathy of the nations of the world for its just cause. The time has come to
put an end t~ b'ae suffering and tragedy of the Palestinian people •

.A¥
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(Mr. Stresov, Bulgaria)

Of historic significance are the decisions of the nineteenth session of the
Palestine National Council in Algiers, which proclaimed the establishment of the
State of Palestine. That is yet another important step in the direction of the
mater lalization of the inalienable rights of the Arab people of Palestine. There

can be no doubt that the Palestine National Council and its leadership manifested a
realistic and constructive approach, as reflected in the political declaration. In
addition, that approach confines the framework of the settlement of the problem to
peace€ul means. The wor ld as a whole, with ooly a few notable exceptions, rightly
hailed the decisions adopted in Al~iers. Bulgar ia was among those countries which
recognized the Palestinian state.

In his message to the Chairman of the Executive Corrmi ttee of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, Yasser Arafat on the occasion of the International Day of
Solidarity with the Arab People of Palestine, the Secretary-General of the Central
Committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party and President of the State Council of
the People's Republic of 8Jlgar1a, '!'odor ZhivkOlT, said the following,

"we are convinced that the further progress made on the road to finding a

comprehensive, just and durable solution to the Middle East conflict will

create favourable opportunitios for the effective realizatiop of the

inalienable rights of the heroic Arab people of Palestine".

The situation in Lebanon continues to be tense. It is time to put an end to
the bloodshed there, and to restore the territorial integrity, sovereignty and

independence of that country by implementing Security Council resolutions

508 (1982) and 509 (1982), which stipulate the unconditional and immediate
withdrawal of the Israeli forces.

; .
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Th~ People's JepubHe of BUlgar ia has always supported the search for a just

and comprehensive solution to the Middl~ East conflict on the basis of a balance of

the interests of all the States in the region, the implemantation of the

resolutions of the United Nations on the complete and unoondi tional withdrawal of

Israel from the Arab territories occupied in 1967 and thereafter, the granting of

the Palestinian people's right to self-determination, and the gua.:anteeing of the

security and free development of all the States and peoples in the Middle East,

including Israel.

A just, comprehensive and lasting solution to the Middle Fast confl ict can be

achieved only through the concerted and sincere efforts of all the partie:s

concerned. Those efforts should be based on the pr inciples of equality, equal

security, non-interference in other countries' internal affairs, and respect for

the political sovereignty and independence of all parties to the conflict.

It is quite obvious that the majority of lhited Nations Member States,

including the People's Republic of 8.I1g8ria, supports that approach. This is

confirrred by the exceptionally broad international consensus on the nechanism for

resolving the Middle East issue, as outlined in the numerous resolutions of the

world Organization and the debates in the General Assembly.

The People's Republic of Bulgaria believes that the most effective way to

settle the issue is to convene an international conference 00 the Middle East under

the auspices of the United Nations with the participation of all directly

interested States, including the five permanent nembers of the Security Council and

the Palestine Liberation ~ganization, as the sole, legitimate representative of

the Arab people of Palestine. It is our view that the time has come to accelerate

efforts to convene that international conference.
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To acbieve this, however, the States involved have to demnstrate a mutual

desire to make peace by peacefulmeana. The Arab countries and the Palestine
Liberation Organization have again adopted such a positive approach. Regrettably,

T~e recent development of world affairs, for example the signing of the Geneva

The thited Nations will have an extremely important role to play in the

this has not yet been dCXle by the Gc7Iernment of Israel. It is our hope that the
processes which have started in the Middle East will u1 timately lead to break ing
the knot of deep contradictions anu to opening a new page in the history of the

potential and prestige of the United Nations can now be utilized for finding a

actively and successfully to ease tension in certain regions. The enornous

prompt, just and comp..ehensivesolution to the Middle Fast problem in accordance

goodwill. The People's Republic of Bulgar ia believes that this also applies to the
Middle East conflict.

agreements on Afghanistan and the beginning of the implementation of the Security

attainment of that goal. OITer the past year the Organization has worked very

MT/ed

conflict, no matter how complicated, can be resolved given the necessary political

Council resolution on Iran and Iraq, has prcwed convincingly that any dispute or

with the Organization's aims, principles and resolutions.

The People's Republic of Bulgar ia will continue to ClOntr ibute to the

i'
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Mr. OKEro (Kenyah The situation in the Middle East has for many years

paled a serious threat to international peace and security. Indeed, there have

been times when escalating tension has been so high that the world has been almost

on the brink of being plunged .into another world war. Thank goodness the world was

spared that possible calamity.

The thundering guns that spat out death and destruction for eight long years

during the protracted war between Iran and Iraq are now silent. That war caused

tremendous loss of life and incalculable property damage. The suffering inflicted

upon the peoples of both countries is unimaginable. Thus it was a great joy for

Kenya and other peace-loving countr ies heartily to welcome the agreement r~ch~d

between Iran and Iraq that resulted in a cessation of hostili ties and ushe:ed in a

cease-fire.

The Republic of Kenya applauds the Secretary-General for the pJ:'ompt steps he

has taken to ensure implementation of the provisions of security Council resolution

598 (1987). We urge both Iran and Iraq to continue to extend maximum co~peration

to the secretary-General at this critical period of returning that war~weary regien

to peace and tranquillity. We are convinced that both countries realize that

lastin'J peace would be beneficial not only to themselves but also to other na tions

in the region in particular and the world in general. All nations, big and small,

must work in unison to br ing peace to the Middle East.

In this regard, the Republic of Kenya is proud of its modest contribution in

prcwiding an observer team for the Uni ted Na tions Ir an-Ir aq Mili tary Observer Group.

Despi te the happy turn of events in the Iran-:rraq conflict, we remain deeply

concerned that no positive developments have taken place with regard to one of the

main root C8lWes of the instability in the Middle Fast. I am z::eferring here to the

Palestinian problem. Indeed, ewer. the years the world has wi tnessed a rapid

deter ioration in the candi tion of the Palestinian people through increas~d acts of
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(Hr. OkelO, Kenya)

aggression and brutality by Israeli forces. The Palestinian people continue to be

denied their legi timate r igh t to a hOJfelandJ they have been forcibly relllOved from

their hOlies, their property has been destroyed and their every basic human right

flagrantly violated. Those unfortunate enough to live in the Israeli~ccupied

territories have been repeatedly denied legal protection and are constant victims

of repressive Israeli legislation, arbitrary arrest, torture and killings. Even

those who have sought refuge in foreign lands are not immune to attacks, as

witnessed by the recent assassination in TUl!is of Kr. Khalil Al Wazir, the Deputy

CollJllaJlder-in-Chief of the forces of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

The u:ent uprising of Palestinians in the Israeli-<)ceupied t:erritoeies is a

clear demonstration of the legitim&te frustrations of people who have lived under

brutal military occupation for nore than two decades. We strongly condemn the

excessive use of force by Israel to quell this uprising~ particularly the killing

of defenceless Palestinians, inclUding women and chUdren. We deplore the

senseless acts of torture, deportation and detention, the closing of schools and

other violations of the human rights of the Palestinian people. The Republic of

Kenya fully supports security Council resolutions 605 (1987),607 (1988) and

608 (1988), and calls upon Israel to desist from further: acts of aggression and

fatal attacks on the Palestinian people. The State of Israel should know by now

that no allOunt of violence will deter the Palestinians from demanding their

legitimate rights.

Kenya is convinced that no just and lasting peace can be achieved in the

Middle East unless and until the legitim£lte rights of the Palestinian people are

recognized, including their right to self-determination and a State of their own.

restore to the Paleatinil1n people thei~ inalienable right to return to their

Thuse while recognizing the right of all States in the region, including Israel, to

live within internationally recognized boundaries, Kenya calls upon Israel to

'0-1' .,....." .. ,.
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territory and for full respect for Lebanon's territorial integrity and its right to

organ ization.

Israeli acts of a9greosion against the Leb...e population. we fully support

representative of the Palestinian people. We are therefore pleased to note the

3236 (XXIX) and other relevant resolutions. Purther,Kenya calls on Israel to
withdraw from all Arab territories occupied since the 1967 var, believing that this
is the atly path to a dur~le and just solution of the Middle But crisis.

Kenya recognizes the Palostine Liberation Organi:ation an the legitiute

participation of all the interested parties, inclUding the Palestine Liberation

Finally, I should like to touch briefly on another area of grave concern to IIY

(Hr. Okeyo, Kenya)

hOlleland, their right to self-determination ..d their right to establish their own
independent and scwereign State on the basis of General Assembly resolution

strongly condemns the Israeli occ:upation of Lebanese territory and unw~nanted

delegation, and that is the explceive and dangerous situation in Leb_.on. Kenya

exercise its scwereignty within ita internatiatally reco9ftized boundaries$

Palestine National Council at its recent _eting in IUgiers. we feel that this is
a significant step towardo a solution of the Palestinian question and we urge the
international cOlll1lunity to seize the opportunity to further the quest for a just
and lasting solution. In this regard, ve feel that the title is cpportuile to

convene an in ternational peace conference on the MideSle But, vi th the

Security Council resolutions 425 (1978), 426 (1978), 508 (1982) and 509 (1982), all

t' ....
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Ms.·RASI (Finland), The United Nations has been particularly active and
successful recently in efforts to resolve & number of inte~national problems in
var lous parts of the world. We have seen progress on regional secur ity issues this
year, progress that Member States would hardly have believed could emerge a year
ago. Unfortunately, that stream of encouraging developments does not seem to have

touched on one major problem.. the question of the Middle East. Special attention
should now be given to that unresolved conflict.

The situation in the Middle East continues to pose one of the most persistent
threats to international peace and security. It has long been clear that a
COOlprehensive and lasting solution can only be achieved on the basis of security
Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and of recognition of the legitimate
rights of the Palestinian people, including their right to national

self-determination.

A lasting settlement will only be reached through negotiation. Acquisition of

territories by force is inadmissible, and therefore Israel must withdraw from
territories occupied by it since 1967. One major obstacle to a comprehensive
settleunt is the series of illegal acts committed by Israel in the occupied
ter.ritories. Israel continues its settlement policies, it extends its jurisdiction
~ th,e Golan Heights and persists in acts aimed at changing the status of

Jerusalem. The Security Council has rejected all those acts and, again this year,
/.,' F;1nland joins the international community in rejecting them. It is also crucial tor !'

'guarantee, within an overall settlement, that all States in the region, including
Israel, have the right to live in peace within secure and internationally

recognized boundaries, free from threats or acts of force.

'l'he Palestinian uprising in the occupied territories clearly demons.trates how
the question of Palestine remains the key problem in the Middle East conflict. The
disagreement between Arabs and Israelis on the Palestinian problem serves as a

..............II1II•..(•.•fjiilllii~"."II· .r.:.........IIIIImIIIiII..' __...._ ...........---~"-'-'
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(MS. Rasi, Finland)

dramatic and daily reminder to the international community of the existence of an
open wound. There will be no lasting solution to the troubled situation in the

Middle East as long as that problem rem ins unsolved. We have followed the

seriously deteriorating situation in the occupied territories of the west Bank and

Gaza wi~~ deep concern. The Palestinian uprising, which began a year ago, clearly
reflects the distress of a population compelled to live under occupation for over
two decades without any political prospects.

We are all aware of the complexi tyof the Middle Fast problem and the

difficulty of resolving it. Howevez, would it not be better to have a settlement
that takes into account the main concerns of all parties, rather than a stalemate

that causes suffering to all in the area decade after decade? We urge that'.

everyone, including ,the parties directly involved, ser iously look for peaceful ways
and means out of the intolerable situation. There are new developments emerging in
the area. Palestinians and Israelis must be encouraged to enter into a dialogue
that can open new prospects for the Middle East. There is a clear conviction
shared by the community of nations that an international conference under the
auspices of the United Nations would help to overcome the problems and obstacles in
the way of a just and lasting solution to the conflict. All parties to the

conflict should be represented in the negotiations" and that: of course presupposes
the right of the Palestinians and the Palestine Liberation Organization, as their
most significant representative, to participate in negotiations on their own future
within the fraJrework of a comprehensive solution to the conflict.

The Finnish Government has noted with satisfaction the position adopted by the
Palestine National Council at its meeting in Algiers, that an international
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conference on the Middle East should be convened on the basis of security Council
resolutiono 2.2 (1967) and 338 (1973) and the light to self-determination of the
Palestinian people.

That corresponds to the position of the Finnish Government on the basis for a
solution to the question of the Middle East. In our view, the nutual recogni Uon
of the rights of Israel and of the Palestinians constitutes a pre-condition for a

peaceful and just solution to the problems of the Middle East. That implies, on

the one hand, Israelis right to live within secure and recognized boundaries and,

on the other, the right to national self-determination of the Palestinians,
including the right to statehood.

Agreement concerning the implementation of Palestinian statehood, including
questions of territory and borders, must be reached at a peace conference or
otherwise between the parties concerned.

Palestinian acceptance of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973) as a basis for negotiations is an important political decision. It
offers new opportunities for a constructive dialogue between the parties to the

problem of the Middle East and proRDtes the convening of an international

conference. We hope this opportunity will not be lost and strongly appeal to the
parties to this effect.

Year after year Lebanon too remains a victim of the basic problems of the
Middle East conflict. The independence, territorial integrity and national

sovereignty of Iebanon must be respected and the unity of the country guaranteed.

All foreign troops must be withdrawn and Lebanese authority ewer Lebanese territory
must be restored as soon as possible. Finland once again appeals to all parties in
Lebanon to refrain from violence.
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In accordance with its policy of neutrality, Finland takes a balanced and
conciliatory position on the various controyersial questions of the Middle East
conflict. Finland has maintained good relations with all the nations concer.ned, .
including all the il'llnediate puties to the conflict. It is our firm intention to

continue this policy, which has enabled us to preserve the confidence of all

parties to the conflict of the Middle East.

~ expression of Finland's peaceful serv~ces is the sizeable contribution
which Finland has made and continues to make to the United Nations peace-keeping
activi ties in the area from their very beginning_ Pinland takes part in all
ongoing United Nations peace-keeping activities in the Middle East - the United
Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), the United Nations Disengagement

Observe£' Force (UNDOF) and the United Nations Truce Supervision organization in

Palestine (UNTSO). we consider the peace-keeping operations an essential element
of United Nations services in supporting efforts towards a peaceful solution to the
conflic...
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Mr. RlWORYTA (poland): Poland follows developments in the Middle Fast

with grave concern.

The question cf Palestine has long been recognized by the international

community as the underlying cause of the Middle East conflict. The General

Assembly, eXPE'essing the sentiments of MeJ'lber States, has in numerous resolutions

strongly reaffirmed that no comprehensive, just and lasting peace in the region

will be achieved without the full exercise by the Palestinian people of its

inalienable rights and Israel's withdrawal from all occupied Arab territories.

During the past year we have witnessed the emergence of a more favourable

atmosphere for the peaceful settlement of regional armed cooflicts. Yet the

beneficent effects of the improved international situation have not yet reached the

Arab-Israeli conflict, which remains - as the Secretary-General rightly points out

in his report under this item - ·one of the most tragic and threatening in the

world". (~43/69l. para. 7)

The situation in the Middle East in the past year has in fact considerably

deteriorated as a result of Israel's cootinued occupation of the Arab territories,

its denial of the national rights of the Palestinian people and its repressive

policies. The report of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the OCcupied 'l'erritor ies (A/43/694)

noted that violence and repression had re!lched a level higher than before in the

21 years of occupation. The Israeli Government had continued to apply a general

policy similar to that of the preceding years and adopted various measures to

establish settlements, expr:opriate property, transfer Israeli citizens to the

occupied territories and encourage, directly or indirectly, the Palestinian

population to leave their homeland. The report states that the restr ictive

measures implemented against the civilian population had contributed to the

deterioration of the situation leading to the Palestinian uprising. This view is

•
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(Mr. Nbworyta, Poland)

shared and amplified by the Secretary-General, who states in his comprehensive

report cover ing all aspects of developnents in the Middle East that

"the intifadah is a direct result of the stalemate in the search for a

peaceful settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict". (A/43/867, para. 32)

The Palestinian uprising confirms the determination of the Palestinian people to

resist Israeli domination and occupation, and it is a testimony to its

determination to realize its national rights.

The just aspirations of the Palestinian people to self-determination and

independence found their expression in the Declaration of Independence adopted on

15 November 1988 at the meeting of the Palestine National Council held in Algiers.

Poland has welcomed with satisfactioo the proclamation of the Palestinian

State, viewing the Declaration of Independence as a histor lc step towards the

realization of the just aspirations of the Palestinian people. With the

establishment of the State authorities, we shall begin co-operation with them in

accordance with international law.

The affirmation by the Palestine National Council of the need to convene the

international conference 00 the Middle East on the basis of security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and the assurance of the legitimate national

rights of the Palestinian people - above all, its right to self-determination -

will contr ibute to the pronotion of the Middle East pi:ocess and to the achievement

of lasting peace, guaranteeing all the States of the region the security and

conditions for peaceful development.

This realistic approach calls for. a proper, constructive answer on the part of

other parties concerned. The denial of a visa to Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the.
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), by the authorities of the United States

does not go in that direction. Apart from being incompatible with the obligations

.', ·1
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Thevi~l interests of all peoples and States of the I:'egion, as well as 'e..~~

It is encouraging that a wide measure of agreement on the elements to be

the goal of peace in the region has remined elusive. Therefore, the search for a

their right to live in peace "11 thin seCUl'e and recognb:ed boundaries; and a

ter1'1tor iSll integr lty and pol i tical independence of all Shtes in the region and

territories occupied since 1967, respect for and acknowledgment of the sovereignty,

Secud.ty Council and the General Assembly and the persistent international efforts,

For ewer four decades the United ./ations has sought to find a solution to the

Micdle. Eut conflict. Despite the numerous resolutions adopted by both the

As the Secr;etar~ -General, Hr. Javie'" Perez de Cuellar f noted when addressif.g the

difficult the debates on the question of Palestine and the situation in the

included in a comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict has emerged.

(Mr. Noworyta, Pola~)

of the host cOW'ltry W'l-:1.er the Headquarters Agreement, it is likely - CilS the
Secretary-General rightly indic&t:ed on 27 September - to complicate and render mor€

juet, comprehensive and lasting peace in the Middle East must oontiml,;'t Hith a sense

14 January 1988, those elements are~ th~ withdrawal of Israeli forces from

of urgency.

legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, inclUding the right to

self-deter.ination.

satisfactory solution of the Palestinian problem, based on recognition of the

eo-ittee on the Exercise of the ;';nalienable Rights of the Palestinian people on

1rII'Cerest8 of internation&l peace and security, can be secured only through the

attain_nt of a comp:rehensive, just and lasting settlement of the Arab-Israeli

auspices •

•
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(Hr. Noworyta, Poland)

All ti_ passu there is grOlling support for the convening of the international
peace confer@nce, in accordance with General Asaentbly resolution 38/58 C, as the
only realistic sellftl1 of achieving a political settlement of the Arab-Israeli
conflict and tu cruelial part~ the question of Palostlne. That support has been
forthcoMing frOll the socialist cOUlltries and Is also reflected in the posi t.ion
adopted by the Movemnt of R)n-AU.9Iled Countries, the Organbation of African
Unity, the European ColUlunity, the Nordic comuies and others.

Unfortun~tely" aa is clasr flOJll the ros.'Ort of the 8ecretary-General on the
situation in the "iddle East (43/691), deep differences remain about the nature of
an international frlllllework for the negotiation of a just and lasting settlement,
about its powers, about the basis on which it should be convened and about who
should take part in it, which Eke it impossibla to establish an international
negotiating procns acceptable to all.

The history of the Arab-Ieraell CiOnflict provicbs ample evidence that partial

a....d pieceaaal solutions - and even more so any attempts to enforce unilateral
scheMs of settleMn't of the conflict - have no prospect of bringing this tragic

conflict to an end.

The position of Med on the settlflJient of thli! Middle East conflict is

generally known, and we have presented it on nUllerous occasions. It proceeds from
the conviction that only a co~_eneive settletlent based on the balancing of
interests and equal security of all parties, taking fully into account the
14!9iti1lllta interests of the Palestinian people, including self-determination,

prO'lides genuine prOllpectB of achieving a juat and lasting peace which would

guarantee all countries of the region, including the people of Israel, secure
exi8tence and dwelop-.nt wi thin recognized international boundM:ies.
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(Ml'. Howoryta, Poland)
An internatiaaal peace conference CXl the Middle Bast, to be attended by the

perll8neat _Jibers of the Security COUncil and the parties to the Arab-Israeli
conflict, including the Palestine Liberation Organizatien, would t"e a propsr
vehicle for achieving sum a settle.nt. Advantage should be taken of the imprcwed
internatlCXlal situatiCXl to aultiply efforts for convening such a conference. we
support: the efforts of the Secretary-Gltneral to facilitate the convening of the
internatlCXlal peace conference CXl the Middle Bast. We take note of bis intentionto parsue that matter with the Security Council, which has a _jor and historically
recognized responsibility for that caaplex issue.

Poland stands ready to contribute to creating the conditions conducive to the
developtlent of the peace proce•• in the Middle East. My cowtry's participation in
the tl11ted Hations Disftgage_nt Cbserver Porce is a practical expression of that
position.

Mr.' DOS'!' (Afghanistanh It has been universally recognized that the
explosive situaticn in the Middle BMt, which has already resulted in several arEdconflicts and continued unrest and instability in that region, is CUe to one and
mly me factor. 'that single factor consists of' the policy of aggression,
occupation and expans:lonie. constantly pursued by Israel. It is Israel that has
al.ys opted far: a course of confrcntation with the Arab nations, beginning with
the forceful usurpation of the land, hc.s and rights of the Palestinian Arab
people and the occupation of their COWlUy by force of ar_. That has brought
untold suffering to the Palestinian people sClattfrJred around the world as refugees

•and to those Palestinian and Arab peoples living under I.rae11 occupation.
Therefore, it ifl obvious that the only solution for the Middle Bilst proble.

lies 1n a drastic dlange In the policies of Israel. Q1ly if Iarael abandons the
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(Mr. J))st, Afghanistan)

destructive policy of aqgression, occupation and annexation against its Arab

neighboura can a lasting, just and peaceful solution to the Middle East situation

be found. The Arab countries of the Middle East, in numerous collective decisions,

particularly that taken at Fez, which was subsequently reiterated on various

occasions, have prc:wided for an alternative to the state of continued conflict that

has plagued the region for dl!eades, bringing war, bloodshed, dislocation and

deprivation of huun rights to the victims of Israeli aggression.

The Israeli response so far has always been stubbornness and intransigence in

its pursuit of the iron-first policy in the occupied Palestinian and other Arab

lands and its thwarting of international efforts to bring peace to the Middle

East. The total, unccnditicnal and speedy withdrawal of Israel from all occupied

Palestinian ..d other Arab lands, inclUding Jerusalen and the Syr lan Golan Heights,

and the full reatoration of the rights of the Palestinian people, including their

right to return to their homeland and to establish a free, independent and

seNereign Palestinian State therein, are the key to a lasting peace in the Middle

East.

In that co2!nection, may I express my warmest congratulations to the fraternal

Palestinian people and their lIo1e legitimate representative, the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO), for the histol'ie declaration of 15 November 1988 on

the establishment of the State of Palestine. The Gou'ernment of the Republic of

Afghanistan has recognized the State of Palestine, and we express our full

solidarity with it, and support fer it, in its legitimate and honourable struggle

to ac:tlieve its national rights and aspirations. We also commend the Political

Communique acbptod by the Palestine Natiooal COm'lcil at Algiers on lS Ncwember 1988

for the bold politf.cal 8tep it contains. The COIIIUnique has providad a genuine

historic opportunity for resolving the situation in the Middle But and settling
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Israel is continuing the illegal occupation of the Syrian Golan Heights,

j"•pr"11

(Mr. Q)st, Afghanist'!!!.)

the question of Palestine that lies at its core. The cause of international peace

rlCMSponse to the illegal occupation of their land all a result of Israeli aggressioo,
and to the lcmg list of acts of oppressic.n and brutality co_itted against them.
That list includes such deplorable acts as collective punishMnt, the demolition of
houses ewer the heaiis of their occupants, deportation, the forced expulsion of the
inhabitants of lands confiscated for the establishment of l11eg&1 Israeli
settlements, ext:r0pr iation, the killing and wounding of a defenceless and unarmed
popw.ace and total disregard for the fundamental human rights of the Pal..tinian

null and void by the international colllltUnity.

In that connection I should I ike to rei terate the full solidarity of the

imposing on its inhabitants measures designed to destroy their natianal, cultural
and historical roots and their Syrian Ar~ identity. we conde_ the efforts of the

occupied Syrian Golan Heights. The policy of the establish_nt of Israeli

settlements in the Golan Heights and Palestinian lands is deplorable and considered

occupying authorities to alter the deJlOgrapbic md 80cio-eccmoll!O structure of the

and security dictates that this unique opportunity should not be lCBt.

The heroic uprising of the Palestinian people in occupied Palestine has amply
demonstrated the futility of the ircn-fist policy pursued by Israel. That

WOllen and children at the hands of the reprQssive Israeli occupation forer .j,S a

uprising, which has cCIltinued in spite of the ongoing murder of Palestinian youth,

solution for that problem.

people and Q)ver~_nt of the Republic of Afghanistan with fraternal Syria in its
just caUDe of liberating the occupied Syrian Golan Heights. An unccmditional
withdraw!!l of the Israeli occupying forces from the Golan Heights 18 the only

irr·
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The quuticn of Lebanon hae been aggravated by the ccntinued occupaUen of
parte of its land by Ilirael. 'lbe aerial and n_al bollbarll!lHntll and other acta of
aggressiCl'l perpetrated by Iarael against Lebanon are gros. ~lo1ation. of the
8cwereignty of indepctndent Iebanon and have been conc1e.ed by the Ckganization and
~y other internatiClft~l foru.. we deplore Iar.ellra .....er...uS repr:ess!ve
_asures against P(;\lestinian refugee caJIPI in the territory of IAtbanon. Israel
_t withdraw frolil 8cuthern Lfbmon,and the full 80'1ereignty Md territorial
integr ity of the Republic of Iebanon ..st be M.ureet.

The corwening of an international puce cenf.rence an the Middle bSt, which
is supported by the Aeseably, reuina the only practicable Mana for eneuring a

just, viable and luting peace in the Midcn. BMt. 1'« that canferene. to succeed,
the full participation of all the parties concerned, inclucUng the PLO, the sole,
legiti_te representative of the Palestini.. P'Ople, Oft an equal footing aust be
ensured. The CIOnfer~ce should ensure the full and unconditional withdrawal of the
Israeli oc:cupaticn forces froll all occupied Palestinian Iftd other Arab l_dlll and
the restoration of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian PRople, including
their right to statehood. It is aetplorable that Isra.l alone h. created the anly
stulllbling blOCk en the path to the convening of that conferilftee.

In canclusion, I should like to reiterate Clftce again the full soUdarity of
the people and Govern_nt of the Republic of Afghlftistan with the Palestinian ..d
other Arab peoples in their heroic and just struggle for the liberation ef their
land and the restoration of their rights. we will c;x»ntinue to support th•• until
peace ..d justice prevaU in the Middle BMto

.~ .'. -.100
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SPBCIAL BCXnDlIC AND DISAS'1'BR RBL!IP ASSIS'l1.lHCB

(b) SPBCIAL PftOQt1tMMIS 01' RCDil'JMIC USU'fANCB. RBlOaT or TIIB SBCDHD mMMlT'l'BB(PART I I) (A/43/9l8/1ldC1.~)

The PR.mart, The AII••llbly will now take a decision en the draft
resolution reCOlU8nded by the Becand CcMitte" in paragraph ., of Part II of ita
report (A/43/9l8~d.l).

The draft resolution, entitlecJ ·Spacial pr;ogra•• of assistance to the Sudan·,
was adopted by the second Cca&I1ttee without. vote. Nly I tlllee it that the General
AIIsellbly wishes to do the sue?

,.he draft resolution vas' a&:8ptecS (r.elution 43/52j.

AGBII)A 1.,. 148 (cantinuecU
OOtBlRVATlDN or a..UU\TB AS PAR't 01' '1'. CDMMOIf JmRlTACB or M_DD, R810H 01' 'l'SS8OO1l) CCMlITTBB (A/43/905)

The PRlSIDIII'1" Th@ Assellbly will ·now take a decision on the draft
resolution reCOlDllleftdecS by the seccnd COII&Ilttee in pataCJl:spb 9 of it. report
CA/43/9OS) •

The Second CCBlittee adopted that draft resolution vithout a vote. MDy 1
consider that the Ass.mly wi8h88 to ~ llk.,i..?

The draft resolution was adopted (resolution 43/53).
The' PRlInDIII!. I ..all now call cm tboe~ re~...tative. wo villh to

explain their positions on tta. resolution just adoptecS.
MII. VRAILAS (Gr..ceh On behalf of the European Ca.llUnity ..4 ita ..lIber

States, I should like to expc... our deep ••tisfaction at the adoption of the
resolution entitled ·Protection of global ell_to fo,; pE.ent: and future
gener.tions of ..ank ind-.

I should like to take this opportunity to all(lhab. the Ca.unlty'. cttep
interest in protecting the enviran~t, .. w.derllned at the higheat level during-
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Hr. BORG OLIViER (Maltah On behalf of the Governllent of Malta I wish to

requp.sted the GenGral Assellbly to include in its agenda an item on the conservation

..: .. "...'.

initiatives have recently been announced in this respect.

nuJrber of recommendations to coilbat effectively the greenhouse effect, addreuing,

in ter "al la, the ques tion" of aasis tance to developing coun tr les in tbeit effor ts to

cope with the problems it causes.

I should also like to stress that a nullber of States _lIIbers of the Qlropean

Assenbly for the suppor.t extended to the important raolution juzt adopted.

Immediately prior to the opening of the <mrrent session, the Gov'ernllMmt of

Malta alerted the "international oo_unity, repreaent:ed At the o,ited Nations, to

the eertous thrfli!llt to our cU"te as a result of certain hullaft aeUvi ties. we

express my appreciation and gratitude to all delegations represented in the

Commission of the European Community has prepared a report en the climate issue,

which is soon to be considered by the Council of Ministers. Thie report contain. a

Community have undertaken Init..4tives related to the cli_te question. Further

(MS. Vr.UDa, ~eece)

the recent meetin.9 of the Heads of State or Gcwernllent in !floc!.. This

particularly holds true on the issue of clillate change. The ratification oftlie

Montreal Protocol by 1II08t of the states mellbers of the European Beonollic Community

Is an example of the imp)rtance we attach to this preble... PUrthermre, the

present and future generations.

of cU.te as part of the CClIIIIlOIl heritage of ...nkind in order that urgent attention

could be given to a matter of concern to aanBt ind as a whole and with ssr iOUD,

far-reaching iilplications dell.,ding urgent action to protect the global c:li_te for

In sUllUllary~ I should like to assure the Asselllbly that the Euro;»ean COMllunity

and its mellber States look forward to discussing the question of o1.ilHte change

during the forty-fourth session of the General A8selllbly.
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. which should lead to effective collective action for the protecti~n of ths global
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The meeting rose ~t 12.45 p.m.

The· PRESmm'I's We have thus concluded our consideration ef agenda

inhabitants of our planet. It is an important landmark which manifest3 the

its noble objective, and this has made it possible for the Assembly to achieve a

.not taken. we consider the resolution just adopted, as an important' first step,

emerging evidence that life on Earth could be threatened if corrective measures are

-international community's determination to react responsibly in the face of

very short time, Malta has enlisted the enthusiastic support of all countries for

consensus on this very important matter.

(Mr. Borg Olivier, Malta)

The response of the international community has been most encouraging. In a

This is a very proud mo~nt, not only for the people of Malta but for all the

climate for present and future generations of mankind.

EnV,ironment Programme and the World Meteorological OrgMization.

item 148.

All of us' here are committed to the aims, purposes and objectives emodied in
the resolution. We now have a responl3ibility, individually and collectivaly, to
see to it tha t the reso1u tion is imp1emen ted fully and comprebens ive1y. P~r th is,
we count on all countries to participate actively in the illportant work of the

IntergO'lernmental Panel on Climate Change and en the eu11 support and oo-opera~ion

of the United. Nations system of organizetions, in particular the United Nations

b:'"
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